Symmetry in combinatorial problems is an extensively studied topic. We continue this research in the context of model expansion problems, with the aim of automating the workflow of detecting and breaking symmetry. We focus on local domain symmetry, which is induced by permutations of domain elements, and which can be detected on a first-order level. As such, our work is a continuation of the symmetry exploitation techniques of model generation systems, while it differs from more recent symmetry breaking techniques in answer set programming which detect symmetry on ground programs. Our main contributions are sufficient conditions for symmetry of model expansion problems, the identification of local domain interchangeability, which can often be broken completely, and efficient symmetry detection algorithms for both local domain interchangeability as well as local domain symmetry in general. Our approach is implemented in the model expansion system IDP, and we present experimental results showcasing the strong and weak points of our approach compared to SBASS, a symmetry breaking technique for answer set programming.
Introduction
Many problems exhibit symmetry. For instance, the set of trucks in a routing problem is interchangeable, a chess board can be mirrored onto itself, an input graph has non-trivial automorphisms, etc. It is a well-known burden of combinatorial search engines that they visit each of the (potentially exponentially many) symmetric areas of their search space, and hence waste valuable time rediscovering already known information. In order to solve this problem, research on symmetry has been extensive, especially in the constraint programming (CP) (Gent et al. 2006) and satisfiability solving (SAT) community (Sakallah 2009 ).
For logic-based systems, much work has been done in the context of theorem proving and finite model generation systems (Zhang and Zhang 1995; Audemard and Benhamou 2002; Claessen and Sörensson 2003; Torlak and Jackson 2007) . With the advent of answer set programming (ASP), interest in symmetry for logics is renewed (Drescher et al. 2011) .
In this paper, we continue research on symmetry in classical logic, with a focus on symmetry for model expansion problems. We propose the notion of local domain symmetry in Section 3, a common form of symmetry stemming from permutations of domain elements. We show in Section 4 how local domain interchangeability, a particular type of local domain symmetry, can be broken completely with a linear number of symmetry breaking constraints. Section 5 gives a detection algorithm for local domain symmetry in general, and for local domain interchangeability in particular. These detection algorithms operate on a first-order level, hence they avoid the computational blow-up of a ground theory. In Section 6, we experimentally compare our approach to state-of-the-art ASP symmetry breaking which performs symmetry detection on the ground theory. These experiments confirm that symmetry detection at the first order level is indeed faster, and in some cases, we achieve stronger symmetry breaking. However, there are also cases where less symmetry is detected. We conclude in Section 7. Proofs are postponed to Appendix A.
Preliminaries
We assume familiarity with the basics of first-order logic. A vocabulary Σ is a set of predicate symbols P/n of arity n ≥ 0 and function symbols f /n of arity n ≥ 0. Often, we will simply refer to a symbol S/n ∈ Σ, which represents an n-ary predicate or function symbol. Variables, terms, atoms, quantifiers, formulas and theories are defined as usual (Enderton 2001) . A Σ-theory T is a theory with vocabulary Σ, i.e., such that the free symbols of T are all in Σ.
Slightly deviating from the standard presentation of first-order logic, we consider both variables and constants to be function symbols of arity 0, as they both serve to identify a single domain element. Without loss of generality, we assume variables are renamed apart, i.e., each variable is bound by at most one quantifier. This simplifies the presentation of our results.
A Σ-structure I consists of a domain D and an interpretation to each symbol in Σ. For each n-ary predicate symbol P, interpretation P I is an n-ary relation on D, i.e., P I ⊆ D n . For an n-ary function f , interpretation f I is an n-ary function D n → D. If Σ-structure I and Σ ′ -structure I ′ have the same domain D and Σ ∩ Σ ′ = / 0, I ⊔ I ′ is the Σ ∪ Σ ′ -structure over D that interprets all symbols in Σ according to I and all symbols in Σ ′ according to I ′ . If I is a Σ-structure with domain D, x a 0-ary function symbol, and d ∈ D, then we use I [x : d] for the Σ ∪ {x}-structure that equals I, except for interpreting x by d. Because variables are considered 0-ary function symbols as well, the notion of "variable assignment", which is used in the classical presentation of first-order logic, is subsumed by our notion of structure extension I [x : d] .
The value t I of a term t in a structure I is a domain element d ∈ D, and is defined as usual (assuming I interprets all symbols in t). The truth value ϕ I of a formula ϕ in a structure I is either true or false, and is also defined as usual. A Σ-structure I is a model of a Σ-theory T (written as I |= T ) if for each formula ϕ in T , ϕ I is true. Many combinatorial problems can be conveniently modelled as a model expansion problem MX(T , I in ), where T is a Σ-theory T and I in is a Σ instructure with Σ in ⊆ Σ. We refer to Σ in as the input vocabulary, and Σ out = Σ \ Σ in as the output vocabulary. A solution to a model expansion problem MX(T , I in ) with output vocabulary Σ out is a Σ out -structure I out (sharing I in 's domain) such that I in ⊔ I out |= T ; I in ⊔ I out is a model to T that expands I in .
Symmetries
Throughout this section, we assume a fixed domain D and use Γ D to refer to the set of all structures with domain D.
As a running example, we use a simple graph coloring problem.
Example 3.1 Let Σ gc be the vocabulary consisting of predicate symbols V /1, C/1, Edge/2 and a function symbol Color/1. A valid colored graph is expressed by the theory T gc :
Let Σ gcin = Σ gc \ {Color/1}. Input data containing vertices, colors and a graph is expressed as a Σ gcin -structure I gcin with domain D = {t, u, v, w, r, g, b}, with interpretations u, v, w} Edge I gcin = {(t, u) , (u, v) , (v, w) , (w,t)} C I gcin = {r, g, b}.
The model expansion problem MX(T gc , I gcin ) now consists of finding a Σ gcout = {Color/1}-structure I gcout such that I gcin ⊔ I gcout |= T gc . We let I gcout contain the interpretation
which represents a valid coloring of the input graph. Indeed, I gc = I gcin ⊔ I gcout |= T gc . ▽
Symmetry of a theory
The set of symmetries of T forms a group under composition (•). In this paper, we study how to detect and exploit symmetries. Detecting all symmetries of a theory is computationally at least as hard as deciding whether the theory is satisfiable (if not, all structure transformations are symmetries). Instead, we focus on symmetries that can be detected by means of syntactical analysis, and that are induced by permutations of domain elements.
Definition 3.3 (Domain permutation)
A bijection π : D → D is a domain permutation. A domain permutation induces a structure transformation σ π : for each predicate symbol P/n,
Proposition 3.4 Any structure transformation induced by a domain permutation is a symmetry for any theory.
We call this type of symmetry induced by only a domain permutation global domain symmetry. We use cycle notation to compactly represent permutations, e.g., (a b c)(d e) is a permutation that maps element a to b, b to c, c to a, swaps d and e, and maps any other element to itself. u, v, w, r, g, b} V σ (v r) 
which is still a model of T gc (though r now acts as a vertex and v as a color). ▽
Finite model generators such as KODKOD (Torlak and Jackson 2007) or SEM (Zhang and Zhang 1995) focus on the task of generating a model with a given domain for a given theory. Since every domain permutation induces a global domain symmetry, these systems have mechanisms to cope with global domain symmetry.
However, a global domain symmetry σ π is a rather restrictive concept as it applies π on every argument of every tuple in every interpretation of a structure. A larger class of transformations can be described when π is only applied locally. For example, one could apply π only on the interpretation of some symbols, or even more fine-grained, only on some of the arguments in the tuples of an interpretation. Given a predicate or function symbol S/n, we use S|i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n to denote the i th argument position of S; if S is a function symbol, we use S|0 for the output argument of S. Note that variables, being treated as function symbols, also form argument positions.
Definition 3.6 (Structure transformation induced by A, π) Let π be a domain permutation and A a set of argument positions. The structure transformation σ A π induced by A, π is defined by
Thus, for each domain tuple in the interpretation of a symbol S, the structure transformation induced by A, π only applies π to domain elements that occur at an index i corresponding to an argument position S|i ∈ A. Note that if A contains argument positions over symbols S not interpreted by I (e.g., variable symbols), those argument positions are simply ignored by σ A π .
Definition 3.7 (Local domain symmetry)
Let T be a theory. A local domain symmetry for T is a structure transformation induced by a set of argument positions A and a domain permutation π, that also is a symmetry for T .
A global domain symmetry σ π for a Σ-theory is a local domain symmetry σ A π where A includes all argument positions of all symbols in Σ. As such, local domain symmetry is a generalization of global domain symmetry, and allows us to detect and exploit more symmetry. However, not all A, π-induced structure transformations are symmetries. Below, we propose a syntactic criterion to identify a set of argument positions A that guarantees that σ A π is a symmetry for a given theory. Intuitively, the criterion can be formulated as follows: whenever a term f (. . .) occurs as the i'th argument in a predicate or function symbol S, then f |0 ∈ A if and only if S|i ∈ A.
Definition 3.8 Let T be a theory. Assume f |0 and S|i are argument positions with S either a predicate or a function symbol. We call f |0 and S|i directly connected by T if one of the following holds:
• an expression S(t 1 , . . . ,
A set A of argument positions is connectively closed under T if for each S|i ∈ A, each argument position R| j directly connected to S|i by T , is also in A.
Example 3.9 (Example 3.1 continued) According to the first formula in T gc , x 1 |0 is directly connected to Edge|1 and Color|1, while y 1 |0 is directly connected to Edge|2 and Color|1. Analyzing all formulas, we find the following two sets are connectively closed under T gc : A = {C|1,Color|0} and B = {V |1, Edge|1, Edge|2, Color|1, x 1 |0, y 1 |0, x 2 |0, y 2 |0, x 3 |0}. Applying the induced structure transformation σ A (v r) on I gc gives u, v, w, r, g, b} V σ A (v r)
which is also a model of T gc (here, domain element v serves both as a vertex and a color). ▽ This theorem is useful when detecting symmetry for model expansion problems with an empty input structure, but it will also prove useful for non-empty input structures.
Example 3.11 (Example 3.9 continued) The argument position set A induces local domain symmetries that correspond to permuting the colors of a graph coloring problem, while B induces symmetry on the vertices and A ∪ B induces global domain symmetries. ▽
Symmetry for model expansion
Recall that a model expansion problem MX(T , I in ) consists of finding structures I out such that 
maps t and r to node v, which is not consistent with ∀x 3 : C(Color(x 3 )) and C I gcin . ▽
The above example shows that for model expansion, local domain symmetries are useful, but Theorem 3.10 does not suffice to identify them. Below, we give a sufficient condition for A, π-induced structure transformations to be local domain symmetries of a model expansion problem. For this, we require the notion of a decomposition.
Definition 3.14 Let MX(T , I in ) be a model expansion problem with input vocabulary Σ in . Also, let T * be equal to T with each occurrence of a symbol S ∈ Σ in replaced by a unique new copy S i , let Σ * in be the vocabulary containing all copy symbols S i , and let I * in be the Σ * in -structure where for each copy
It is clear that a model expansion problem and its decomposition have the same solutions, as they have the same output vocabulary and as each occurrence of a copy S i in T * imposes the same constraints on models for
Example 3.15 (Example 3.13 continued)
Example 3.17 (Example 3.15 continued)
is not a symmetry of MX(T gc , I gcin ), as the input interpretation of Edge 1 is not preserved by swapping t and u. ▽ Note that if Σ in = / 0, the conditions of Theorem 3.16 degenerate into the conditions of Theorem 3.10. Also, for σ A π satisfying Theorem 3.16, A typically contains argument positions over both Σ out and the decomposed Σ * in (as well as over variables). Lastly, the requirement that A is connectively closed under T * is weaker than being closed under T . For example, let T be P( f ) ∨ P(g), with only P interpreted by the input structure. The only connectively closed set under T is {P|1, f |0, g|0}. However, under the corresponding decomposition theory T * = P 1 ( f ) ∨ P 2 (g), there are three connectively closed sets: {P 1 |1, f |0}, {P 2 |1, g|0} and their union.
Subdomain interchangeability
Local domain symmetries for a theory T can be identified by computing argument position sets A that are connectively closed. Then, as mentioned in Section 3.1, any permutation π of the domain D gives rise to a local domain symmetry σ A π . For model expansion, σ A π must preserve the input structure, so not all π are guaranteed to induce symmetry. However, given a suitable set of argument positions A, a subdomain δ ⊆ D might exist for which any permutation of δ induces a symmetry of the model expansion problem.
Definition 3.18 (A-interchangeable subdomain)
Let MX(T , I in ) be a model expansion problem, A a set of argument positions and δ a subset of the domain. δ is an A-interchangeable subdomain if for every permutation π over δ , the structure transformation σ A π induced by A, π is a local domain symmetry for MX (T , I in Many problems, when modelled as a model expansion problem, exhibit subdomain interchangeability. For instance, a set of nurses in a scheduling problem, a set of colors in a graph coloring problem, or a set of trucks in a planning problem often are interchangeable subdomains.
Subdomain interchangeability groups contain a number of symmetries factorial in the size of the interchangeable subdomain, leading to an exponential slowdown of many combinatorial search algorithms. However, as we show in Section 4, many subdomain interchangeability groups can be completely broken with a number of constraints linear in the size of the subdomain.
More symmetry
Even though local domain symmetry is a useful form of symmetry, it does not capture all symmetry properties that might be present in a model expansion problem.
Example 3.20 (Example 3.1 continued)
The graph coloring problem MX(T gc , I gcin ) asks to color a circular directed graph of 4 vertices {t, u, v, w}. Note that given any satisfying coloring for this graph, swapping the colors of t and v (or u and w) keeps T gc satisfied. This is a clear symmetry property of the graph coloring instance, but it cannot be captured using the notion of local domain symmetry as defined in this paper. For instance, if we take the argument position set A = {V |1, Edge|1, Edge|2,Color|1} representing symmetry in the vertices, then the induced structure transformation σ A (t v) is not a symmetry of MX(T gc , I gcin ) since it does not preserve the interpretation of Edge.
One way to fix this is based on the observation that argument positions Edge|1 and Edge|2 are indistinguishable in T gc : in each sentence of T gc , one could swap any quantifier over Edge|1 with one over Edge|2, ending up with a sentence equivalent to the original one. In more bold words, argument positions Edge|1 and Edge|2 themselves are symmetric. This symmetry property can be captured by generalizing the notion of an A, π-induced structure transformation to allow for swaps or permutations of argument positions.
For instance, we could define σ
would preserve Edge I gcin and I gcin in general, while also preserving satisfaction to T gc , making it a symmetry of MX(T gc , I gc ). ▽ Similarly, problems with spatial properties often have rotational or reflectional symmetry, which is not covered by the presented notion of local domain symmetry. One such example is the N-Queens problem, which is experimentally investigated in Section 6.
Symmetry breaking and local domain interchangeability
A standard approach of dealing with symmetry extends the theory with symmetry breaking constraints that eliminate symmetric solutions while guaranteeing that at least one solution to the original problem is preserved (if it exists). This way, a search algorithm will not get stuck in parts of the search space symmetric to those already explored. A set of symmetry breaking constraints ϕ is sound for a symmetry group G if for each solution I, there exists at least one σ ∈ G such that σ (I) satisfies ϕ; it is complete if there exists at most one such σ ∈ G (Walsh 2012).
Often, symmetry breaking is done by defining a lexicographical order over the set of candidate solutions. For a given symmetry, so-called lex-leader constraints then encode that each solution's symmetrical image cannot be strictly smaller under the defined lexicographical order. As long as the chosen lexicographical order is fixed, the conjunction of lex-leader constraints for any set of symmetries is sound.
In a model expansion context, the set of candidate solutions Γ (σ ) to refer to the logical formula encoding the lex-leader constraint for σ . Efficient encodings of the lex-leader constraint into formulas are well-known (Sakallah 2009 ).
is broken by the lex-leader constraint lex D (σ A (r g) ), which informally implies that for each vertex v, if all vertices v ′ ≺ D v are not colored by r or by g, then v cannot be colored with r. Amongst others, this constraint cuts away Σ out -structures that color t with r. ▽ Note that lex-leader constraints are constructed for individual symmetries. In general, to obtain a complete symmetry breaking constraint for a symmetry group G, one needs to post lex D (σ ) for each σ ∈ G. As symmetry groups can contain a factorial amount of symmetries this is infeasible, e.g., in the case of subdomain interchangeability. Instead, the standard approach is partial symmetry breaking, where lex D (σ ) is posted for a minimal set of generators σ of G (Aloul et al. 2006) . Partial symmetry breaking is feasible, but does not guarantee that G is broken completely, leaving symmetrical parts of the search space open to a search engine.
For instance, for a subdomain interchangeability group G A δ , a minimal set of generator sym-
Other minimal generator sets exist as well, e.g., {σ
However, the choice of the generator set influences the power of the symmetry breaking formula. For subdomain interchangeability groups G, choosing the right generator set can guarantee that the lex-leader constraints used in partial symmetry breaking are actually complete for G: 
is a complete symmetry breaking constraint for the subdomain interchangeability group G A δ .
A strongly related result is that when constructing a relation R ⊆ D 1 × . . . × D n for which exactly one dimension D i contains interchangeable values, an efficient lex-leader constraint exists that completely breaks the resulting symmetry (Shlyakhter 2007) . Theorem 4.2 can be seen as a conversion of this result to a model expansion context with local domain interchangeability.
Intuitively, Theorem 4.2 states that local domain interchangeability is completely broken by a linear number of lex-leader constraints if the set of argument positions contains at most one argument position for each output symbol. These lex-leader constraints lex D (σ A (d s(d)) ) are based on swaps (d s(d) ) of two consecutive domain elements over the chosen domain ordering. Note that lex-leader constraints based on swaps of non-consecutive domain elements, e.g., {σ
do not have this property (Devriendt et al. 2014) . 
The finite model generation system SEM also breaks this type of symmetry completely, by way of dynamically avoiding symmetrical decisions during search. (Zhang and Zhang 1995) The more recent model generator KODKOD (Torlak and Jackson 2007) breaks symmetry statically by posting lex-leader constraints from Aloul et al. (2006) for global domain symmetry. Although Torlak and Jackson (2007) do not mention any completeness result, experiments with a pigeonhole encoding in KODKOD indicate that it uses the right set of generator symmetries to completely break all pigeon and hole interchangeability symmetry.
Symmetry detection
In this section, we give two local domain symmetry detection algorithms for model expansion problems. The first detects generators of a local domain symmetry group, the second derives interchangeable subdomains. Both approaches work on a first-order level, avoiding the need to ground the model expansion problem to a propositional counterpart. Both algorithms are based on Theorem 3.16, which conditions argument position set A to be connectively closed under decomposition theory I * in . To find such A, one simply constructs a partition of T * 's argument positions. Using a disjoint-set data structure 1 , the computational cost to find A is linear in the size of T . In the following subsections, we assume a set of argument positions A satisfying the connectedness condition is available, leaving only the concern of finding an appropriate domain permutation π (Section 5.1) or interchangeable subdomain δ (Section 5.2).
Local domain symmetry detection
Our approach follows other symmetry detection techniques (Aloul et al. 2002; Drescher et al. 2011) by converting the symmetry detection problem to a graph automorphism detection problem. An automorphism of a graph is a permutation τ of its vertices such that each vertex pair (v, u) forms an edge iff (τ(v), τ(u)) forms an edge. If the graph is colored, then each vertex v must have the same color as τ(v).
This existing work encodes a propositional theory into a graph, which we call the detection graph. If the detection graph is well-constructed, its automorphism group corresponds to a symmetry group of the propositional theory. Tools such as SAUCY (Katebi et al. 2010) then are employed to derive generators for the detection graph's automorphism group, which in turn are converted to symmetry generators for the propositional theory.
Our approach differs by not encoding a propositional theory into the detection graph, but an input structure and a set of argument positions, as these are all we need to detect local domain symmetry. Formally, given a structure I and an argument position set A, we construct an undirected colored graph whose automorphisms correspond to domain permutations π such that σ A π (I) = I -satisfying the second condition of Theorem 3.16. The intuition behind the domain permutation graph DPG(I, A) is that a permutation of its DE vertices corresponds to a domain permutation π, a permutation of its IT vertices corresponds to a permutation of domain element tuples in interpretations in I, and the AP vertices and vertex coloring serve to link DE and IT in such a way that Definition 3.6 is preserved for automorphisms. 
Example 5.3 (Example 3.17 continued)
Using argument position set A = {Edge 1 |1, Edge 1 |2,Color|1, x 1 |0, y 1 |0, x 3 |0} (which is connectively closed under T * gc ) and input structure I * gcin , the domain permutation graph DPG(I * gcin , A) is illustrated in Figure 5 Note that the size of DPG(I, A) does not depend on the size of the theory of the model expansion problem. This is a major advantage compared to automorphism-based symmetry detection on ground theories, as the detection graph grows linearly with the ground theory (Drescher et al. 2011) , which is typically much larger than the input structure.
Subdomain interchangeability detection
While the previous subsection detects local domain symmetry generators individually, it is not clear what type of symmetry group they form. To optimally construct symmetry breaking constraints for symmetry groups, we need to detect subdomain interchangeability as well. Then, by Theorem 4.2, we will often be able to break subdomain interchangeability groups completely with a set of lex-leader constraints linear in |D|.
Given a model expansion problem MX(T , I in ) with decomposition MX(T * , I * in ) and a set of argument positions A connectively closed under T * , the task at hand is to find a subdomain δ ⊆ D such that for each permutation π over δ , σ A π (I * in ) = I * in . If so, Theorem 3.16 guarantees σ A π to be a symmetry of MX(T , I in ), which makes δ an A-interchangeable subdomain. The actual algorithm finds a partition ∆ of D, such that each δ ∈ ∆ is A-interchangeable. The idea is based on the fact that the permutation group of a set is generated by swaps of two elements of the set. As such, if we know for each pair
, it is straightforward to construct the partition ∆. The resulting symmetry detection algorithm is simple: for each pair of domain elements
When using a disjoint-set data structure 1 to keep track of the partition ∆, the complexity of this algorithm is O(|D| 2 |I * in |). The algorithm can be optimized by exploiting transitivity, domain element occurrence counting or unary symbols partitioning the domain, but this does not improve the worst-case complexity.
Example 5.4 (Example 3.17 continued)
Given argument position set A = {C 1 |1,Color|0} (which is connectively closed under T * gc ), we detect A-interchangeable domains by checking whether the (only) input symbol C 1 has the same interpretation in σ u, v, w, r, g, b}. For
} this is indeed the case. For (d 1 , d 2 ) = (w, r) this is not the case, so the A-interchangeable sets are {t, u, v, w} and {r, g, b}. ▽
Experiments
Based on the theory and algorithms presented in this paper, we implemented symmetry exploitation in the model expansion inference of the IDP system (De Cat et al. 2016) . IDP is a knowledge base system where knowledge about a problem can be modelled in FO(·), a rich extension of first-order logic (Denecker and Ternovska 2008) . Our implementation (including source code) is available online 2 , and is incorporated in IDP version 3.6.0 and up. Our implementation makes use of SAUCY version 3 to solve the graph automorphism component of symmetry detection, and constructs symmetry breaking formulas based on the lex-leader encoding of Aloul et al. (2006) . We compare this implementation with the ASP system CLASP (Gebser et al. 2014 ) version 3.1.4, using version 4.5.4 of the ASP grounder GRINGO to generate ground answer set programs. For CLASP, the symmetry breaking preprocessor SBASS has been developed (Drescher et al. 2011) . SBASS takes a ground answer set program, encodes it to a detection graph, uses SAUCY to solve the automorphism detection problem, converts SAUCY's output to permutations of propositional atoms that induce symmetries, and constructs symmetry breaking constraints following Aloul et al. (2006) .
Our experiment uses four different system configurations: IDP and CLASP refer to both systems without symmetry breaking, IDPSYM refers to IDP extended with the techniques described in this paper, and SBASS refers to CLASP coupled with the symmetry breaking preprocessor.
This experiment can only broadly compare the IDP and CLASP configurations, as both systems use similar but ultimately different techniques to solve the model expansion problem. Our main interest is to investigate the types of symmetry detected, the overhead needed to detect those, and the relative speedup gained when activating symmetry algorithms for both systems. We expect that IDPSYM, compared to SBASS, has less symmetry detection overhead, as IDPSYM detects symmetry on the first-order level instead of on the ground level. E.g., the structure information present in a set of connectively closed argument positions can be derived with a syntactical check on the first-order theory, but this information is lost after grounding. As a result, we expect IDPSYM's detection graph to be smaller, or even non-existent.
3 Also, we expect a larger relative speedup for IDPSYM than for SBASS on problems with a lot of subdomain interchangeability, as only IDPSYM detects and completely breaks this type of symmetry. However, as mentioned in Section 3.4, IDPSYM's detected symmetry group might be smaller than SBASS's, as not all symmetry properties of a problem can be captured by our notion of local domain symmetry.
Our benchmark set consists of four problem families: pigeons, crew, graceful and 200queens. pigeons is a set of 16 unsatisfiable pigeonhole instances where n pigeons must be placed in n − 1 different holes. The pigeons and holes are indistinguishable, leading to subdomain interchangeability symmetry groups. crew is a set of 42 unsatisfiable airline crew scheduling instances, where optimality has to be proven for a minimal crew assignment given a moderately complex flight plan. The instances are generated by hand, with the number of crew members ranging from 5 to 25. Crew members have different attributes, but depending in the instance, multiple crew members exist with exactly the same attribute set, leading to subdomain interchangeability symmetry. graceful consists of 60 graceful graph instances, taken from 2013's ASP competition. These instances require to label a graph's vertices and edges such that all vertices have a different label, all edges have a different label, and each edge's label is the difference of the labels of the vertices it connects. The labels used are {0, 1, . . . , n}, with n the number of edges. Any symmetry exhibited by the input graph is present, as well as a symmetry mapping each vertex' label l to n − l. 200queens is one N-Queens instance trying to fit 200 queens on a 200 by 200 chessboard so that no queen threatens another. The symmetry present in 200queens is due to the rotational and reflective symmetries of the chessboard.
The available resources were 6GB RAM and 1000s timeout on an Intel R Xeon R E3-1225 CPU with Ubuntu 14.04 Linux kernel 3.13 as operating system. FO(·) and ASP specifications, instances and detailed experimental results are available online. 2 Table 1 summarizes the results.
pigeons ( When analyzing the results on pigeons, it is clear that plain CLASP and IDP get lost in symmetric parts of the search tree, solving only 8 instances (up to 12 pigeons). SBASS can only solve three more instances (up to 15 pigeons), as the derived symmetry generators do not suffice to construct strong symmetry breaking constraints. These results are consistent with Drescher et al. (2011) . IDPSYM detects the pigeon and hole interchangeable subdomains, and its complete symmetry breaking constraints allow all 16 instances to be solved (up to 100 pigeons). As far as symmetry detection time goes, unlike SBASS, IDPSYM has negligible detection overhead.
The results on crew are similar to pigeons but less outspoken. The reason is that even though there are more subdomain interchangeability groups, the subdomains are a lot smaller, incurring less symmetry overhead. As a result, IDPSYM only enjoys a small advantage over SBASS, but does reverse the situation where pure CLASP outperforms pure IDP. Concerning symmetry detection, IDPSYM has to analyze the input structure before deriving any subdomain interchangeability groups, which contrasts with the trivially interchangeable pigeons and holes in pigeons. Nonetheless, IDPSYM solves this task in the blink of an eye, as does SBASS. Continuing with graceful, it is striking that the number of solved instances is reduced by symmetry breaking. Upon closer inspection, this is only the case for satisfiable instances. For unsatisfiable graceful instances, SBASS solves two more than CLASP, and IDPSYM solves three more than IDP. This discrepancy is not uncommon, as static symmetry breaking reduces the search space by removing possibly easy-to-find solutions. These results are also consistent with those reported by Drescher et al. (2011) . Looking at the number of symmetry generators detected, both SBASS and IDPSYM detect about the same number of symmetry generators, indicating that they detect the same symmetry group. Note that IDPSYM also detects a few subdomain interchangeability groups, apparently present in the input graph. As far as symmetry detection overhead goes, SBASS is slower than IDPSYM. This is not surprising, as SBASS' detection graph is almost an order of magnitude larger than IDPSYM's. We conclude that for graceful, IDPSYM detects the same symmetry group as SBASS, though with less overhead.
Lastly, for 200queens, IDPSYM cannot detect the geometric symmetries of the chessboard, as this type of symmetry does not fit the definition of local domain symmetry. For instance, a square (i, j) on the chess board is diagonally reflected to square ( j, i), while square (i, k) is reflected to (k, i). Domain element i is mapped to both j and k at position 0, violating the local domain symmetry requirement that it stems from a domain permutation. SBASS can detect this type of symmetry, as it detects permutations of ground atoms instead of domain elements. However, note the significant overhead incurred, as the detection graph is huge.
We conclude that our approach has very low symmetry detection overhead, due to a smaller or non-existent detection graph. Moreover, by completely breaking subdomain interchangeability, we significantly increase the number of solved instances. However, not all symmetry present in the problem set is detected by our approach.
Conclusion
We presented the notion of local domain symmetry for model expansion problems, which manifests itself on the first-order level. We gave a completeness result on the strength of symmetry breaking constraints for a special case of local domain symmetry, and we posted syntactical conditions to efficiently detect symmetry from a model expansion specification. Our experiment highlights the strengths and weaknesses of our approach. We have a very low symmetry detection overhead and we give symmetry breaking completeness guarantees for local domain interchangeability that are effective in practice. However, we cannot detect some forms of symmetry.
It is worth mentioning that local domain symmetry is not limited to pure classical logic; it is straightforward to extend our work to cardinalities, types or arithmetic. Similarly, logic programs under stable or well-founded semantics have symmetry properties induced by permutations of domain elements (or Herbrand constants) and sets of argument positions. Our work easily transfers to these domains. In fact, our implementation in IDP already supports such extensions.
Investigating which types of symmetry fall outside our formalism, and inventing ways to detect and exploit these types of symmetry is interesting future work. One idea is that not only permutations of the domain lead to symmetry, but permutations on (argument positions of) symbols in the vocabulary do as well. We suspect there is also room for improvement on the symmetry breaking front. Limiting the size of individual symmetry breaking constraints is known to improve their performance. Also, to avoid deteriorating performance on satisfiable instances, one should look into dynamic symmetry breaking approaches, as these typically do not cut away solutions a priori.
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Appendix A Proofs
Theorem 3.10 Let Σ be a vocabulary, T a theory over Σ, π a domain permutation and A a set of argument positions. If A is connectively closed under T , then σ A π is a local domain symmetry of T .
Proof
To prove this theorem, we prove the following consecutive claims for each Σ-structure I. Without loss of generalization, we assume I interprets the neccessary variables.
For each atom a of the form P(t 1 , . . . ,t n ) or of the form t 1 = t 2 that occurs in T , it holds that a σ A π (I) = a I . 3. For each formula ϕ that occurs in T , ϕ σ A π (I) = ϕ I .
The first claim is proven by induction on the subterm relation. The induction step follows from the fact that A is connectively closed. The second claim follows from the first, also using the fact that A is connectively closed. Consider for instance the case of atom
. The other cases are analogous.
The last claim follows by induction on the subformula relation since the value of a first-order formula is entirely determined by the value of the atoms occuring in it. Consider for instance the case of formula ∃x : ϕ occurring in T with x|0 ∈ A. (∃x : ϕ) I holds iff there exists a d ∈ D such that ϕ I [x:d] holds. By the induction hypothesis, ϕ I[
Theorem 3.16
Let MX(T , I in ) be a model expansion problem with decomposition MX(T * , I * in ). If A is connectively closed under T * and σ A π (I * in ) = I * in then σ A π is a symmetry for MX(T , I in ).
Proof
Since MX(T , I in ) and MX(T * , I * in ) have the same set of solutions, it suffices to prove that σ A π is a symmetry of MX(T * , I * in ). Firstly, due to the connectively closed condition, σ A π is a symmetry of T * , so 
To prove this theorem, we (1) convert the task of finding a solution to a model expansion problem to a constraint programming problem, where an assignment over a set of Boolean variables V has to be found. Further, we show that (2) a subset of these Boolean variables can be organized as a matrix M δ , where each permutation over the rows of M δ corresponds to a permutation over δ . The interchangeability group G A δ then corresponds to a row interchangeability symmetry group induced by permuting M δ 's rows. Using a result from constraint programming, such row interchangeability symmetry groups are broken completely by posting a lex-leader constraint (based on the appropriate row ordering) for each symmetry induced by the swap of two consecutive rows (Flener et al. 2002; Devriendt et al. 2014) . This corresponds to posting
(1) Given a vocabulary Σ out and a domain D, finding a Σ out -structure consists of deciding for eachd ∈ D n whetherd ∈ S I out for each symbol S/n ∈ Σ out . Hence, a model expansion problem MX(T , I in ) can be seen as finding an assignment to a set of Boolean variables
π for MX(T , I in ) now corresponds to a variable symmetry (Flener et al. 2002) mapping
(2) The variables in V that are not fixed by some By the definition of DPG(I in , A), α preserves the colors. To show that α preserves the edges, we need to show that (v, w) ∈ DPG(I in , A) iff (v, w) ∈ α(DPG (I in , A) ). Firstly, remark that α maps each vertex in a layer to another vertex in that layer, so we only need to check whether the edges between (1) DE-AP and (2) AP-IT are conserved. 
